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Hallway carpet design
Aiming for orientation and visibility.      A simple track design with clear indication for the guest rooms and their numbers.

Incorporation of hotel’s facade = identity in the design.  Each block is unique.



With both solutions the consideration was that there should not be too much commotion or noise next to the guest rooms in the hallway. Therefore a 
work that does not require much prolonged attention or listening is perhaps more desirable.

Focus is set on aesthetics and prolonging capability of being experienced  (many images vs single image)

Alternative landscape solution

Making 5 “windows” across the empty hallway wall, that would allow visitors to encounter a new fictitious landscape everyday. And further decorate the 
walls with wooden panels (randomly generated size rectangles) to add some visual layering to the plain environment.

Project would leverage the newly released “Stable Diffusion” text-to-image AI model. Different landscapes would be generated and shown in perhaps 
three forms (using another AI model High-Resolution Daytime Translation) (morning, noon, evening) that would change during the day changing 
everyday. Landscape image would be cut so that its “perspective” changes by passing each window. There is also a possibility of seasonal landscapes 
eg. “halloween - scary landscape filled with pumpkins”. 



“a photograph of landscape with castle, 4K”

Lightning changes throughout the day:

Cutting up image into 5 “windows”:



All possible shapes solution
Stretching 2 led strip grids across the empty hallway wall. The lights would be drawing all the possible shapes within that grid (450 x 76 and 150 x 76 
pixels). Never repeating. Showing one per certain time frame (1 minute?). The shapes would be of manifold type 1 = no holes. It would take advantage 
of the RGB capacity of the lights and cycle through the colors as well. Different random color per shape.
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